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CRCCXM Company has maintained a leading position in urbanfacilities & 
building constructions in the past 19 years.  But as a result of the increasingly fierce 
market competition, now it faces the threat from domestic and foreign competitors 
and challenges of the knowledge-based economy era, which will be getting intensive 
increasingly. It is of great significance and urgency for CRCCXM to maintain the 
existing leading position, and participate in the international competition by carrying 
out its development strategy, to become an international competitive company in the 
new situation. 
This paper will focus on the research of development strategy of CRCCXM, 
trying to analyze the external environment and internal recourses of CRCCXM as 
well as the current situation of its sub-companies and the competitiveness of its 
industry structure, to work out an overall strategy and  business strategy for 
CRCCXM, and to establish a complete strategic management system. 
A conclusion has been drawn through the analysis of this paper that: 
China’s rapid economic growth and huge investment for infrastructures as well 
as gradual standardization of market has provided a good external environment for the 
development of CRCCXM.  Besides, CRCCXM has obvious advantages in the high 
quality of core staff, operation capability and scientific research. On the other hand, 
the intensifying of globalized competition, market risk as well as domestic and foreign 
competitors also has posed a threat to CRCCXM.  Based on the comprehensive 
analysis of the environment that CRCCXM is now facing, an overall development 
strategy will be established, to achieve the objectives of transforming the from 
labor-intensive to capital, technology and management-intensive, from contractor to 
contractor-and-investor, and eventually develop  CRCCXM into CRCC first-class 
and well-known contractors and investors. To achieve those objectives, CRCCXM 
will also take relevant supporting measures in respect of human  resources,  
financial management, technical research & development and marketing management. 
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第一章  绪论 
第一节  研究的目的和意义 









































户”、“纳税特大户”；从 2007 年起，连年被评为“厦门企业百强”。2010 年，铁
路在南昌局排名 21 家的第 9 名；成功进入福建省高速公路“双 A”行列，位居
前 10 名；成功入选福建省房建预选承包商 80 强、市政预选承包商 50 强；被评






















































































































































第二章  CRCCXM 公司建筑业务发展的外部环境分析 





















复合增长率 7.9%，到 2015 年总产值将达到 12 万亿元，2020 年将达到顶峰并超
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